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ABSTRACT 

 

Interest in nonrenewable resources has ignited numerous economic and public 

policy debates on long-term sustainability issues. On the Southern High Plains (SHP), 

functionally nonrenewable groundwater for agricultural irrigation has received significant 

attention given the central role of the agricultural sector to the regional economy.  

Current policies center on conservation, which is not equivalent to a policy of 

sustainability. Currently irrigation restrictions are being implemented under the so-called 

50/50 Management Goal for the SHP where 50 percent of the saturated thickness of the 

Southern Ogallala Aquifer will be maintained in 50 years. This evades the central issue 

and causes several unintended consequences that interfere with true overall economic 

stability in the long run. Over draft of the aquifer is inevitable. Recharge cannot support 

even minimal levels of pumping for agriculture. So from an agricultural and economic 

perspective, the economic centrality of irrigated agriculture to the local economy which 

cannot be sustained classifies the Ogallala as a nonrenewable resource. This work then 

treats aquifer management directly as a nonrenewing resource and looks to the Hotelling 

nonrenewable resource model adapted to the SHP conditions. 

Groundwater research in the SHP has increasingly focused on the relevance of 

long-term issues. With a few exceptions, studies that have modeled the SHP aquifer 

decline tend to use the conventions to pre-set the planning period, thereby fixing a final 
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groundwater target exogenously at some period. Targets may be a 50/50 Management 

Goal or depletion of the aquifer at a set, pre-fixed time. However, these modeling 

conveniences do not endogenize the terminal and transition period out of irrigated 

agriculture to other systems, such as dryland farming or other renewable energy systems. 

A pre-fixed end date used to compare policies misses many of the responses of producers 

and thereby over-estimates or under-estimates the long run impacts of a policy, such as 

the 50/50 rule.  

In this study, we develop a simple and surprisingly tractable behavioral model 

under certainty and with some attention to risk on groundwater utilization in the SHP. 

This groundwater model retains the main features of the Hotelling framework: that 

producers will consider the economic effects of the last quantities of applied irrigation 

today on the profitability of irrigation tomorrow, and producers try to balance these 

economic trade-offs. What is perhaps surprising is that the assumed decision process is a 

lot less complex than more standard or classical exemplars of the Hotelling framework. 

Guided by the Hotelling insight, we model economic decisions that fully 

endogenize the terminal period for irrigated agriculture (the time period when producers 

choose to discontinue irrigation applications). We use this decision rule to conduct policy 

analysis on irrigated agriculture conversion to evaluate several social outcomes of 

interest: timing of abandonment of irrigated agriculture, welfare of farmers today and in 

the future, and groundwater levels remaining after transition. Finally, we evaluate by 

illustration the benefits of specific timetables for research and development to increase 
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dryland profitability as a direct sustainability program rather than the current 

conservation focus, an alternative public program that takes non-renewability seriously. 

Evaluation of a groundwater use restriction shows that the objective of water 

conservation is clearly attained in terms of water left in the aquifer on transition; but at 

the expense of welfare of producers in the future. This is because the restriction does not 

retain producers in irrigated agriculture longer but the reduced income induces producers 

to leave sooner, experiencing not a ‘soft’ transition but a much more disruptive and 

abrupt economic decline. Restrictions abbreviate rather than extend irrigated agriculture.  

Compared to the optimal groundwater use of producers operating under market 

conditions, the potential loss in incomes has the greatest adverse impact in the long-run 

on farmers that have lower levels of initial groundwater stock. So a restriction policy 

mostly injures the worst off farmers in terms of water stocks i.e. initial saturated 

thickness overlying their land. Results also show that providing a more profitable dryland 

alternative early on mitigates the adverse economic and economic and long run social 

disruption of a restriction policy over time. An example of a modest research and 

development strategy reveals that farmers will do far better with dryland research that 

commences immediately; the sooner they know or form expectations with regard to clear 

and more tangible outcomes of research and development, the more stable is their 

economic performance. Research and development discoveries that arrive in a ‘just in 

time’ fashion for transition are shown to be far less effective since it arrives too late to 

stabilize the regional economic activity. 
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This study has ramifications on policy formulation in the future for managing 

groundwater resources such as questions on continuing irrigation and water use 

efficiency as a conservation policy or pursuing more aggressive dryland research as a 

direct sustainability policy for the nonrenewable groundwater resource. These are 

important aspects to consider in the long-run given that agriculture is a pivotal industry 

here in the SHP and the sense of urgency in current policy debates and allocation of 

resources towards these policies. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Interest in the economics of groundwater resources has gained traction in recent 

years. Groundwater is considered the single most used resource in the world in that 

approximately two billion people depend on this resource for their daily consumption 

needs and economic activities (Struckmeier et al, 2005). Groundwater represents 97 

percent of the total volume of freshwater on the planet and the majority of groundwater 

extraction (60%) is geared towards the agriculture sector (Margat et al, 2006; Vrba and 

Gun, 2004). 

The High Plains aquifer in North America is one of the largest aquifer systems in 

the world. Land overlying the aquifer comprises around 174,000 square miles along eight 

states (South Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico 

and Texas). It is estimated that 27 percent of all irrigated land in the United States draws 

from this aquifer and constitutes 30 percent of the country’s groundwater use for 

irrigation. Also, this aquifer supplements and, at times, is the only source of drinking 

water for 82 percent of the people that live within the boundaries of the Southern High 

Plains (SHP) (Dennehy, 2000), the region of our interest here. At present, groundwater 

extraction for agriculture accounts for around 96 percent of the total withdrawals from 

the Southern Ogallala aquifer or the SHP (Texas Water Board District (TWDB), 2007; 

Stanton et al, 2011).   
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The High Plains aquifer is segregated into three main geographical areas. The 

Northern High Plains is separated from the Central High Plains by the Smokey Hill and 

Arkansas River while the Canadian River and Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red River in 

Texas divide the SHP from the Central High Plains (Denehy, 2000 and Stovall, 2001). 

The area of study is focused on the SHP area of the Ogallala in Texas.  

Groundwater resources are not strictly non-renewable as absolute non-recharge is 

extremely rare. Groundwater can be “functionally” non-renewable in activities such as 

agriculture. There are circumstances in which the period needed to replenish an aquifer 

requires a very long time frame (hundreds or even thousands of years). As that is beyond 

the normal time frame of most productive agricultural or industrial activities, it is more 

applicable to identify these aquifers as non-renewable groundwater resources (Margat, et. 

al., 2006).  

Non-renewable resources are also referred to as ‘exhaustible’ or ‘depletable’ 

resources since there is no positive constant rate of use that can be sustained indefinitely 

without eventually exhausting the resource  (Perman et al, 2003). In groundwater mining, 

this is called ‘overdraft’ where the rate of extraction exceeds the rate of recharge or 

replenishment of the aquifer.  

For this work, non-renewable groundwater is operationalized to mean 

groundwater resources that are not part of the hydrologic cycle, where there is little or no 

recharge due to precipitation or infiltration (Polak et al, 2007). Groundwater resources are 

usually contained in aquifers and are classified as unconfined or confined aquifers. In the 
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case of the Ogallala in the SHP, past geologic formation indicate that sediments were 

deposited from the Rocky Mountain as a series of coalescent alluvial fans (Stovall, 2001). 

During this formation, the climate changed from wet to semi-arid or arid where the fans 

formed. Sediments accumulated in the basins and valleys formed by erosion of the 

underlying rocks, which eventually filled the basins and valleys and spreading across a 

generally level plain (Gutentag et al., 1984). The aquifer is capped by a massive calcrete 

known as the Caprock (Stovall, 2001) and impermeable to surface water making it a 

confined aquifer. These resources were formed millions of years ago and are also referred 

to as fossil or paleo-groundwater. This type of groundwater is predominant elsewhere in 

the world.  It is primarily found in semi-arid and arid areas in the Middle East, North and 

South Africa, Central Asia, Australia and North America. 

The condition of the Ogallala aquifer underlying the SHP has rapidly evolved as 

agriculture development and growth accelerated since the 1930s and 1940s, although its 

use pre-dates back to the turn of the 20
th
 century. Extensive drilling for irrigation began 

due to the availability of improved irrigation technology in the 1930s-1940s through the 

use of rotary well drilling, turbine pumps, right-angle gear drives and internal combustion 

engines (Musick et al., 1988). Adoption of more efficient irrigation technologies boosted 

yield and profitability and thereby turning the agriculture sector as one of the leading 

economic activities in the region. Technological improvement increased the total area 

irrigated which in 1958 reached around 1.7 million acres and peaking to 2.1 million acres 

by 1974.  During this period the water table lowered considerably (US Census of 

Agriculture, various issues). Yet higher pumping cost as the  water table lowered along 
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with  increasing energy costs reduced the total irrigated area to 1.4 million acres in 1989 

(Musick et al., 1990). Since that time,  the development of more efficient irrigation 

systems such as low energy precision application (LEPA) induced a rise  in  total 

irrigated acreage hitting a high of around 1.8 million in 2000 while settling at 1.5 million 

acres by 2007, accelerating the decline in the water table (Willis, 2008; data from USDA 

Census of Agriculture, various years).  

At present, overdraft is estimated to be more than 10 times the natural recharge 

rate (Guru and Horne, 2000). This rapid decline of the aquifer has fueled public policy 

and debate on groundwater management. Moreover, recent Texas Legislation has 

explicitly recognized concerns on water scarcity and its effect on the regional economic 

development. The study of groundwater resources continues to be relevant endeavor in 

the SHP. 

 The primary theoretical framework on non-renewable resource extraction was 

developed by Hotelling (1931) although prior works of Ricardo (1817), Faustmann 

(1849) and Jevons (1885) alluded to consequences of finite availability of natural 

resources. Out of the framework, the best known conclusion that operates under very 

specific conditions is Hotelling’s rule. This rule states that the net marginal benefit of 

using an extra unit increases by the rate of interest along the optimal extraction path and 

that extraction levels reduce accordingly over time to affect the price increases. However, 

the model is more than a rule and permits in general form a much wider application. 
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 In its proto-typical form, the Hotelling model is a global general equilibrium 

model that entails complex dynamics requiring huge information set for all miners to 

make wholly independent profit maximizing decisions that organize into a coordinated 

organizing principle. To do this, the model assumes perfect foresight or rational, common 

knowledge expectations. In its original classical rendition, it is a pure depletion model 

where all stocks and discoveries are known. The resource price is identified in every 

period and in every part of the world where the commodity is mined and used. Producers 

know the prices of capital both for actual and potential producers in each period and in all 

locations; the stocks available at each regional location and the local and global demand 

for the commodity currently and through time. The original model adopts the convention 

of constant extraction costs through time and the process of optimization for each miner 

is backward recursive since the terminal period is known, or rather the terminal period is 

derived or inferred from the rational choices of all other miners also making fully 

informed optimal extraction decisions.  

Notwithstanding the complexity of the Hotelling model even in this quite simple 

formulation, development of a groundwater extraction framework for the SHP is 

plausible. More so than the global Hotelling framework adapted to a widely used 

commodity for many diverse purposes with a widely distributed production such as oil. 

With care and attention, a reduced form can be formulated that is a lot less complex in 

that the order of magnitude of informational requirements is far less complicated. By 

focusing on economic and hydrologic “primitives” of the farmer’s decisions to extract 

water, we may be able to gain important insights of producer responses and retain a 
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functional modeling versatility in handling different economic-hydrologic conditions and 

policy scenarios. 

 Current groundwater literature typically does not consider the non-renewable 

case. Extensive research on the externality effects i.e. common pool resource problems 

occupied the literature in the 1980s (most notable is Gisser and Sanchez, 1980). Another 

strand of research is focused on irrigation efficiency which has been prevalent since 

1990s. In the SHP, the importance of agriculture to the regional economy has generated a 

lot of interest, which can be traced back since the early 1960s. Dominant features of these 

studies include the imposition of terminal periods of groundwater availability or setting 

terminal periods where dryland profit is zero. Others have begun to try defining an 

optimal extraction path with an endogenous time period that depends on dryland 

alternatives. Some studies provide complex economic and hydrologic models where 

some information provides little understanding of stylized characteristics of producer 

responses to different policy scenarios.  

Objectives of the Study 

 One of the main objectives of this research is to provide a simple and tractable 

behavioral model of a representative farmer with regard to the optimal use of 

groundwater resources under certainty and risk in the SHP. The model formulated is a lot 

less complex than the classical information requirements of the classical Hotelling 

framework, but it still anchors on the main extraction features. The model relies on 

economic and hydrologic “primitives” that offer important insights on producer responses 
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and is adaptable enough to reliably inform different weather and market conditions as 

well as policy actions. These “primitives” rely on much less economic information 

regarding the conditions of other irrigators (miners) and of other global markets barring, 

in this case, the world price of cotton, and relies on a less complex hydrologic extraction 

setting where all producers face a similar extraction and depletion problem, varying only 

by water stock (or saturated thickness). 

 An important objective of this modeling approach is to use the behavioral model 

to evaluate policies on irrigation restrictions. Key aspects in analyzing policies include 

establishing the timing at which a producer transitions to dryland and how irrigation 

restrictions are likely to affect this transition decision. The model tracks the net present 

value of producer profits over the entire time horizon (i.e. backward current value of 

profits in every year of irrigation until the transition from irrigated system to dryland and 

then the continued present value of a stream of dryland profits thereafter). Finally, this 

approach will determine by default the water availability remaining in the aquifer at 

transition for other possible future uses. 

 Lastly, we evaluate alternative policies such as an accelerated R&D on dryland 

returns. Analysis in this area has been relatively sparse, with research mainly 

concentrated on evaluation and impact assessments of research outcomes such as 

different irrigation technologies. We find that timing of results of dryland returns are 

critical to producer responses where the case of a “just in time” introduction of a dryland 

system will be very inefficient.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Hotelling Nonrenewable Resource Framework 

The seminal work of Hotelling (1931) on the economics of exhaustible resources 

provides the central framework for the most part of the natural resource economics 

discipline. Hotelling formulized the key concepts in understanding the optimal utilization 

of nonrenewable natural resources under a dynamic setting. His model is not deeply 

different in spirit than the very early forest rotation model of Faustman (1849) wherein 

resource owners maximized the net present value of their resource. In the dynamic 

setting, Hotelling based his analysis of the optimal extraction of a nonrenewing resource 

so as to optimize the net present value of the mined resource. In its most general (and 

most well known) form, Hotelling casts the optimal extraction problem in a general 

equilibrium model as a formulation to better understand the broader market implications 

of resource prices and resource exhaustion as the final result of many distributed miners 

seeking to make optiomal decisions to maximize the value of their own mines. This 

model looks at a very large picture of a market with many resource owners 

simultaneously following an extraction path that maximizes the value of their 

nonrenewing resources, given their own stock levels, but also a host of external 

conditions that affect demand in the many market that use the mined product such as oil, 
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varying extraction costs, difference in capital costs across the globe, and technology to 

bring new stocks on line at different prices. 

In this general equilibrium version, to get markets to clear under the assumption 

of universal participation among resource owners in separately independent optimal 

extraction plans, there are numerous underlying stringent assumptions: perfect 

information, including resource prices along the optimal path; information on capital and 

technological costs; current resource stocks and future discoveries; full knowledge of 

different extraction costs among those mining today and in the future. All of these are 

must be fully anticipated (or at least estimated with consistency and small variance). 

Everyone maintains the same expectations and every resource owner plans extraction to 

maximize the present value of their optimally mined resource. 

 Among the numerous results of his study, the key and well known finding is the 

formulation of the r-percent rule where the shadow price of the resource must rise at the 

rate of interest along the optimal path. Further extensions to Hotelling’s model to reflect 

real world settings include treatment of increasing extraction costs, effects of new 

reserves and discoveries, inclusion of uncertainty and of technical change on the rate of 

extraction and on final resource prices in every period into the future. In the first 

derivation of the r-percent rule, Hotelling assumed for convenience that extraction costs 

were always zero (in this way the ‘supply’ curve was simply an opportunity cost curve 

and the area under the curve was ‘Hotelling Rent’ since it was not an out of pocket 

expense reflected in traditional marginal variable costs. Yet this was not a convenience 

without substance. It was later recognized that extraction costs really do not depend only 
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on current extraction levels in a direct application of diminishing marginal productivity 

from current extraction technology and the stock of existing extraction capital in any 

period. So entry of new extraction capital is not automatic from current marginal product 

calculation. Rather, rising costs and the decision to introduce new technology also depend 

on the remaining resource stock (another backward incursion problem), typically as 

harder to extract resources are mined. A somewhat arcane observation by Levhari and 

Leviatan (1977) argued that this increasing cost of extraction due to greater difficulty to 

extract resources also challenged the initial Hotelling assumption that all resource stocks 

would be fully harvested at the terminal point at the period when mining ceases. 

Complete exhaustion may not reflect real world situations. Firms may stop producing 

where reserves still exist but under conditions which make further extraction 

economically too costly even at the highest future prices. That possibility becomes 

important in this work to evaluate water regulation policies. Irrigation may cease prior to 

full extraction of water to the redbed. This leaves an option value for the residual supplies 

that, perhaps, may augment the much smaller municipal and industrial water demands. In 

these areas, the high demand may make the extraction cost effective and the very modest 

recharge rate of the aquifer may become a relevant factor for this use. 

 Other notable extensions include general equilibrium effects that incorporate the 

Hotelling model in aggregate growth models (Stiglitz,1974; Solow and Wan, 1976; Olson 

and Knapp, 1997). Incorporation of exploration and uncertainty regarding the actual size 

of reserves, future demands and future extraction and delivery costs have also been 

tackled (Gilbert, 1979; Pindyck, 1978 and 1980). Insights on market imperfections, 
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general equilibria not fully efficient, as well as planned and ‘accidental’ technical change 

also has been treated (Dasgupta and Heal, 1974; Slade, 2001). Discussed below, these 

added complexities only demonstrated more the unrealistic nature of these assumptions in 

actual resource markets. That is, actual predictions of all manner of resource prices 

(which are to rise, but frequently have declined) and of resource extraction rates (which 

are to fall, but frequently have improved) tend to fail the Hotelling model in material 

ways, at least if predictions are the analysts’ goal.  

Early Groundwater Research 

 Another literature exists on groundwater in addition to the nonrenewable 

resources literature. This literature allowed the resource to be renewable or nonrenewable 

but adds to the current project by a distinctly different focus. In groundwater research, 

early studies in the 1950s and 1960s revolved around optimal rules on resource use given 

externality effects where one pumping site affects the availability of water at an adjacent 

pump. Research by Milliman (1956), Kelso (1961) and Renshaw (1963) focused on 

intertemporal allocation under a Hotelling framework while assuming a pure common 

property context of groundwater. Burt (1964, 1966) derived approximate decision rules 

for resource use as a function of current supply using a dynamic programming 

formulation. In later years, Gisser and Mercado (1973) provided a more integrated 

economic and hydrologic model for groundwater that extended the previous studies of 

Kelso (1961) and Bear and Levin (1970). Results indicate that under a competitive 

setting, farmers will extract groundwater until the aquifer reaches an unacceptable level. 
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This was followed by the study of Gisser and Sanchez (1980) that investigated the 

comparison of an optimal control and free market behavior in groundwater management. 

A key finding showed that a temporal optimal control on groundwater will not enhance 

the welfare of farmers if the storage capacity is relatively large. 

These early studies can be viewed more as models for an externality problem and 

its solutions rather than modeling the economic behavior of farmers on groundwater use. 

Recent studies have indicated that the Southern Ogallala aquifer has very little hydraulic 

conductivity (Stovall, 2001). Hydraulic conductivity is the ease with which water can 

move through pore spaces or fractures such as in the materials of an aquifer as well as 

lateral movements along the aquifer. This further affects transmissivity or the measure of 

how much water can be transmitted vertically such as to a pumping well. These imply 

that the aquifer system underlying the SHP is not a purely common property resource. 

Moreover, the slow lateral movement and well spacing restrictions minimize problems of 

user interdependence and commonality of water resource use (Hardin and Lacewell, 

1980).  More recently, works by (Brozovic, Sunding and Zilberman, 2009) on Montana, 

New Mexico and Texas groundwater systems confirm this intuition. They show that 

simple spacing rules for pump location, widening over time, treat quite well a very large 

number of externality based problems than analysts adopting a ‘bathtub’ externality 

models acknowledge. Furthermore, these recent studies were conducted on groundwater 

systems that had even greater hydroconductivity and transmissivity properties than the 

less porous SHP. As will be argued later, managers of other more common low 

hydroconductivity systems around the globe that are closer to the nonrenewable 
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groundwater case of the SHP moved away from ‘externality’ management and away from 

conservation management to place far greater emphasis on early research to build 

sustainable and modestly profitable dryland systems (Herve and Serraj, 2009). They 

record that many of the initial genetics on drought stress and tolerance to low 

precipitation experiments on the Arabidopsis, a common genetic base, began in less 

developed and emerging regions in the first decade of the 21
st
 century in large part 

because these experiments were not being conducted at public universities in the US and 

Europe.            

Groundwater Research in the SHP 

Among the regions in the US, a large portion of case studies in literature has 

revolved around the Texas and SHP region given the importance of agriculture to the 

economy and its major use of groundwater for agriculture production. Irrigation demand 

has been one of the most studied areas in groundwater research since irrigation accounts 

for majority of the consumptive use of this resource. Extensions of irrigation demand 

include decisions of farmers on what crops to use or crop mix, cropping patterns and 

water application, substitution of alternative inputs, adoption of new techniques and 

irrigation technology (Lacewell and Pearce, 1973; Nieswiadomy, 1985; Stoecker, et. al., 

1985; Mapp, 1988; Kim, et. al., 1989; Feng, 1992). These basically represent responses 

of farm level units to the growing scarcity of the resource. 

Some recent groundwater studies have incorporated extensions of the Hotelling 

model, particularly to account for increasing marginal extraction costs. However, most of 
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the studies provide a planning horizon that pre-sets the span of irrigated agriculture 

(Johnson, 2003; Das, 2004; Weinheimer, 2008). As it is, this may provide a narrower 

analysis of sustainable issues with regard to groundwater resources. Despite this, these 

studies still provide relevant insights on producer behavior and reaction to groundwater 

scarcity as well as assess the impact of potential water policies. In addition, the 

integration of hydro-economic models provide important insights where water allocations 

and management are either driven by the economic value of water or economically 

evaluated for policy formulation and better management (Harou et al., 2009). 

In light of these issues in groundwater extraction models in the region, Farmer 

and Benson (2009) developed a model to address these by using the nonrenewable 

resource extraction literature as foundation. Their results follow standard optimal 

extraction models with some modifications. These include modeling the aquifer not as a 

pure common resource pool but endogenizing the terminal period where farmers will 

switch from irrigated agriculture to dryland methods based on drawdown of the 

groundwater beneath their own property. Utilizing these model adaptations, their results 

indicate that water restrictions will accelerate rather than slow the exit from irrigated 

agriculture and that restrictions will injure rather than improve producer returns, 

especially the most marginal producers with the lowest water resource stocks. Moreover, 

they cite that an aggressive backstop research improves producer returns and leaves more 

water in final storage to preserve future options. 

 Although the literature on groundwater resources has gained much traction in the 

past decades, there continue to be some use of simplifying assumptions that limit the 
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analysis of groundwater resources as an exhaustible resource and thus, hinders more 

effective policy analysis and formulation in the real world. These include the use of a 

constant discount and interest rates over the planning horizon; assumptions that the 

amount of the fixed stock is known; demand curves are identical over time; marginal 

extraction costs are constant; and no technological change occurs.  

Koundouri (2005) lists other limiting assumptions (related to the Gisser and 

Sanchez model, 1980) such as modeling the aquifer as an unconfined basin with infinite 

conductivity and constant rate of water application. This relegates groundwater to a pure 

common property resource and models an externality problem where one farmer’s 

drilling action will affect other farmers around the whole area of the aquifer. Moreover, 

constant rate of water application coupled with deterministic and constant recharge 

indicates constant types of land use, independence of surface and groundwater systems 

and constant average rainfall. Sunk costs, replacement costs and capital costs are ignored 

which implicitly entail that energy costs are constant. In addition, well pump capacity is 

non-binding and exclusivity is arrived at by assuming that the land overlying the aquifer 

can be irrigated. Given the above, she cautions that results must be used with care relative 

to real aquifer systems. 

 As a summary, the Hotelling framework offers important insights related to the 

current study where the exhaustion point of a mining problem is assumed endogenous 

and relies upon market conditions. The endogenity of a terminal period in an eventual 

transition to dryland or the ability to formulate switching rules in between this transition 

provides important policy and economic insights. However, we veer off from the formal 
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nonrenewable resources theory in that groundwater resources do not share the same 

demand properties of more widely traded resources such as oil or minerals. We contend 

that the best and highest use of this resource is for the farmer’s irrigation purposes. 

Recent studies in the SHP on groundwater offer an optimization framework that is 

production-based as this resource is a derived demand in the production process. Also the 

inclusion of hydro-economic models provides insight on farmers’ behavior towards 

resource scarcity or effects on these of potential policies. Despite this, we do not model 

the producer as a myopic decision maker nor do we pre-set the life of irrigated agriculture 

but still stress the importance of economic theory to model groundwater resource use in 

the SHP.  
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CHAPTER III 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Overview 

The theory on nonrenewable resources has been studied extensively in economic 

literature. The primary framework utilized for this study is Hotelling’s (1931) framework 

for nonerenewable resource extraction. Although commonly used as a general 

equilibrium model, we derive a Hotelling model for studying groundwater resources that 

retains the main economic behavioral facets of Hotelling’s framework in terms of 

producer behavior in mining their nonrenewable groundwater stocks. It is still a general 

equilibrium model but the system that makes the mining decision an equilibrium from 

individual optimal extraction decision is simpler and therefore potentially more reliable 

for prediction. 

One of the main outcomes of the Hotelling model is that producers who are 

already operating along the optimal extraction path are aware that the marginal benefit of 

an additional use of the resource must equal its marginal cost plus a shadow price or 

opportunity cost of each additional resource unit at every period. What sets groundwater 

apart in this setting from other natural resources such as oil and minerals when using the 

Hotelling framework is the complexity of the decision making process in its economic 

use and value. A farmer’s informational requirement in extraction and use of 

groundwater for productive activities is a lot less complicated. The information required 
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to guide the economic decisions of oil producers or miners of precious metal are 

enormous. Their production or use is guided by an undifferentiated global commodity 

market with many producers of a resource that serves many different economic sectors. 

Oil for example has consumers in nearly every market product produced; so the highest 

and best use of oil as a current and future predictor for commodity price requires more 

expertise and, arguably, far more uncertainty.  

For groundwater, the farmer knows that the best use of their water resource is the 

application of water to productive activities on their land overlying the resource. The 

information set required to stay on this optimal path, and by induction, to find the optimal 

path is a lot less burdensome. To obey the Hotelling conditions, producers need only to 

know their own crop production and irrigation technology, the level of saturated 

thickness (or own resource stock), the specific yield of the aquifer (local 

hydroconductivity), underlying cost parameters related to groundwater extraction on their 

property and the price of the product today and into the future; still albeit somewhat 

complex, but more manageable than the more familiar Hotelling model application.  

Oil producers, for example, must contend with the numerous alternative uses for 

oil and the profitability of each one – or the derived demand for oil across sectors. This is 

compounded further with the needed information on transport, capital and technology 

costs not only for their production (mine) site alone but of all other competitors both 

actual and potential ones all over the world. The order of magnitude is immense for a 

producer to be on this optimal path.  
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Although very insightful, the standard Hotelling model provides little room for 

sensible discussions of sustainability (Heal, 2001).   This is due largely to its market 

rigidities and formalism with regard to market function in a wide global general 

equilibrium clearing process involving resources often sold widely across all sectors of 

the economy, such as oil or iron. The analytical framework also neglects a discussion of 

the adequate value of the resource for future generations or environmental assets that are 

important to understand sustainability. Despite this, Heal contends that the model is still 

instructive. The model shows clearly the forces at work in the widely-used discounted 

utilitarian approach; it provides a simple framework for presentation and is a building 

block in the construction of more general and satisfactory models. Furthermore, he noted 

that by acknowledging an explicit valuation of the remaining stock, this information 

alters optimal use plans radically but, as a good behavioral model, introduces real 

substance into the discussion of sustainability. 

Out of the framework, the best known conclusion that operates under very 

specific conditions is Hotelling’s rule. This rule states that the net marginal benefit of 

using an extra unit increases by the rate of interest along the optimal extraction path. 

However, the model is more than a rule and permits in general form a much wider 

application. 

Groundwater Model 

The generalized Hotelling framework provides a far simpler and more tractable 

model of the decision process for groundwater resource extraction in virtually non-
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recharging aquifers. We rely on economic and hydrologic “primitives” that can provide 

relevant insights on producer responses under various policy scenarios on which other 

more complex economic-hydrologic models may provide little information. 

The dynamic optimization problem for a representative farmer or producer is: 
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The groundwater resource extraction q is water extracted to be used solely as an 

input to the benefit function or profit function of a farmer utilizing this resource. This 

benefit function typically represents a revenue function PY*Y where PY is the price of the 

output and output Y is determined by groundwater use (Y = Y(q)), conditioned on other 

inputs and conditions treated as fixed for this analysis. The production function Y is 

assumed to reflect diminishing marginal productivity at higher groundwater applications 

to a given crop in a growing season. Though seasons are discrete, for the moment we 

model the system in continuous time. To differentiate between time periods, we set as qt 

the amount of the resource extracted at period t. The producer also takes into account 

extraction costs; and the cost function C is dependent upon the current stock of 

groundwater at time t, Qt, and has the standard property that 0' 
tQ

C  that indicate average 
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pumping costs increase over time as the stock of water in the aquifer declines. Other 

factors in the cost function (ω) are considered by the farmer; and these include electricity 

rates and pumping efficiency. Standard fixed costs in the production process are 

represented by FC. In addition, producers take into account a discount rate (r) and a 

marginal user cost (λ) in the optimization process – factors discussed below. 

The cost function represents the variable costs related to the extraction of 

groundwater. It is typically based on standard engineering estimates relating changes in 

pump lift and groundwater extracted. The linkage between the groundwater pumped at 

time t to the stock of groundwater at time t+1 operates through the equation of motion or 

the state transition equation specified as tt qQ 


: groundwater stock in the next period 

declines by the amount of water extracted at time t. (When we parameterize the model 

and define stock not as usable water but as saturated thickness, then this proxy for usable 

water 
tQ



 becomes an engineering function of qt). Hence, extraction costs are not constant 

throughout time t but rise with respect to deeper depths (higher lift) in mining the 

groundwater. It is also assumed that the initial stock of groundwater is known and 

denoted by Q0. 

The constraints enumerated above indicate that extraction at any period cannot be 

more than the available stock and cannot be negative. Furthermore, this problem can be 

solved assuming the situation that the resource can be fully exhausted in the future 

period, reflecting  0lim 

q

t
, or the transversality condition. 
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Optimal Control Model 

In analyzing the optimal extraction path and producer behavior, optimal control 

theory is utilized that incorporate Pontryagin and Hamiltonian (Carlson, Zilberman and 

Miranowski, 1993) concepts. The current value Hamiltonian approach is used to solve 

this constrained optimization problem that explicitly accounts for the control, co-state and 

state equation. In most cases, we are interested in examining producer behavior in current 

value terms. The above optimization is specified as: 

)2.3()()()(* ttttY qFCQCqqfPH
t

  

where λ is the shadow price of groundwater at time t or the costate variable The shadow 

price is the price that farmers are willing to pay for an extra unit (marginal value) of 

groundwater at period t. We expect as the stocks of water fall over time, the value of an 

extra unit of water will be higher in each period, or marginal water scarcity increases over 

time as in the general formulation. The prices of output Y are denoted as PYt, and are 

assumed to be given as farmers are price takers in the market. This is a global price and 

uncertainty here does affect extraction decisions; yet this market price is expected to have 

a more orderly trend and is easier to compute than the separate output markets globally 

for, say, all final uses of oil. Moreover, the market of interest is a market familiar to the 

farmer producing, planning and selling into this one commodity market. The production 

function for Y is a function of groundwater extracted at time t, or Y(qt). Total cost is the 

product of groundwater extracted and the per unit cost function (marginal extraction is 
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simplified to remain fixed through the season). The initial stock Q0 is assumed as given. 

The variable r is the discount rate. This reflects the borrowing costs of the farmer. Lastly, 

the equation of motion is tqQ 


shows that the intertemporal movement of the resource 

in the future period given extractions at period t is reflected as the constraint for the 

costate variable, λt. 

The first order conditions are obtained by taking the derivatives of equation 3.2 

with respect to the control variable qt, resource stock Qt and the costate variable λt: 
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The first order condition in equation (3.3) indicates that the net marginal value 

product of irrigation water at time t is equal to the shadow price of groundwater at all 

points in time. Equation (3.4) is the equation of motion of the user cost while equation 

(3.5) represents the equation of motion of the groundwater resource. Normally if 

extraction cost is constant then tt r 


 or the percent change in the marginal user cost 

equals the marginal user cost times the interest rate. This is akin to the Hotelling’s rule 

where the prices of nonrenewable resources rise with the rate of interest. In this case it is 

an imputed price by the producer or a true shadow price for one more unit of water at t.  
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Rearranging equation (3.4) provides the rate of change over time of the user cost 

as: 
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This provides the important insight that when extraction costs are zero or independent of 

the resource stock, then the user cost grows at the discount rate. On the other hand, since 

the cost function has the property 0' 
tQ

C , the growth rate of the shadow price of the 

stock is less than the discount rate.  

The optimal allocation rules derived above can also be used to infer myopic or 

short-run behavior of producers and the corresponding extraction path. This is just 

basically setting the shadow price to zero in equation (3.3). Knowing and comparing the 

myopic and optimal extraction paths can provide indications of how initial myopic 

behavior can adjust and possibly find the optimal path. 

The generalized Hotelling framework for groundwater extraction as presented 

above can be extended to a forward-looking case. The information set that the farmer 

utilizes once on the optimal path is sufficient to guide his actions in the next period. The 

table below details the information set necessary to solve the forward-looking process, 

including what is needed by producers to position themselves on the optimal path. 
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Table 3.1. Information Set 

 

Implications of the above indicate that this model can be categorized as a general 

Markov decision process once the producer is already on the optimal path. This shows 

that current state and current actions strictly determine next period states. The system is 

“forced” but is still a realistic dynamic equation that can also incorporate uncertainty. The 

model also shows that the dynamic process does not rely on the terminal condition to 

make decisions in a given period, meaning once on the optimal path the decision in each 

period is not a complex backward induction process but a forced process based solely on 

immediate information.   

Variables Equations 
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The forward-looking model discussed in the preceding discussion is extended 

below to evaluate the time path of farmers with regard to time period of irrigated 

agriculture, intermediate agriculture methods and the eventual transition to dryland as 

well as providing insights on groundwater still in storage and economic implications of 

transition or switching periods. This model still adheres to a general Markov decision 

process where current state and current actions are enough information for farmers to 

make optimal decisions for succeeding periods. Terminal conditions are endogenized to 

get onto the optimal path; so once on that path, transition decisions take on simple 

switching rules where the transfer to different agricultural systems throughout the time 

period is defined by the point of equal net revenue. In this case, a farmer will switch to a 

point where net revenue is higher in succeeding agricultural methods. Another 

assumption used is that the aquifer is not modeled as a pure common pool resource as 

aquifer conditions in the region indicate low transmissivity and hydro-conductivity. 

Faced with this decision process, a farmer is able to optimize net returns from 

different land use alternatives (e.g. switching crops) through time given the constraints of 

groundwater use such as increasing extraction costs due to depth and availability 

(saturated thickness). These alternative activities, Aj, or intensity of water use  provide 

successive intermediate transition phases or sequences as the farmer eventually 

progresses towards dryland methods. Given these intermediate options on the trajectory 

to dryland, the farmer solves an intertemporal optimization process as: 
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This optimal control process can provide a way to model farmers’ behavior and 

analyze transition phases or intermediate activities as a result of higher extraction costs of 

groundwater. This type of multi-phase control models have earlier been employed in 

optimal crop rotation problems generally (Doole, 2009) and analysis on switching times 

to successive lower water use irrigation systems on the SHP, though under the restrictive 

assumption that there is no dryland option with a positive expected net revenue (Kim, et. 

all, 1989). 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

The study uses the Hotelling nonrenewable resource framework in analyzing 

groundwater use and evaluation of dryland alternatives over time. The discussion in the 

previous chapter discussed the behavior of the producer already on the optimal path. 

Producers of oil or minerals must take into account numerous factors that make it 

difficult to solve for an optimal path. In the case of groundwater in the SHP, however, we 

can formulate a simplified framework that maintains the key behavioral points of the 

Hotelling model but it is easier for the producer to locate or move to the optimal 

extraction path.  

The simplified model works on the premise that groundwater is solely used on the 

land overlying the aquifer and that the information set required by a farmer to attain an 

optimal path revolves around a small set i.e. saturated thickness, specific yield, irrigation 

technology, product price. In addition, the low hydroconductivity or the lateral movement 

in the aquifer under the SHP limits the problems associated with the common property 

features of aquifers (Beattie, 1981). The most notable is the externality effect or where 

one farmer’s pumping can affect an adjacent farmer’s pumping cost.  
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Dynamic optimization using optimal control theory is the primary methodology 

used here in analyzing groundwater resource use and policies over time in the SHP. In 

practice, the problem is solved below as a discrete time model, or a Bellman model. Yet 

this framework provides the formulation of realistic models and testable hypothesis to 

look into natural resource use behavior and policy where time is an important 

consideration (Carlson et al, 1993).  

Dynamic optimization methods used for analyzing nonrenewable resources can be 

done through backward recursive processes (Bellman) or through the maximum principle 

and use of Hamiltonians which are operationally easier to implement compared to the 

calculus of variations method initially used by Hotelling. Backward recursion solves for 

the terminal conditions and works back to obtain the optimal path. This, however, may 

not represent actual behavior of farmers or producers in groundwater use. Typically, the 

farmer uses existing or up-to-date information with regard to his irrigation technology, 

cropping system and cost parameters that are subject to hydrologic conditions of the 

aquifer overlying his land i.e., saturated thickness or groundwater stock and total lift, to 

determine his irrigation levels for a given season and thereafter. Also, the difficulty of 

finding the terminal points have led some researchers to approximate aquifer lifetimes to 

planning periods of 50 to 100 hundred years such as in the case of water districts. For 

reasons explored below, this method involves a search process of the initial extraction 

level that suggests an optimal extraction path forced forward. The producer chooses the 

extraction path that provides the highest net present value for the resource stock, water, 

into the future. For reasons noted, this search is not particularly complex and, therefore, is 
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argued to be a reasonable approximation of producer water extraction decisions over 

time.   

For this study, the maximum principle is used based on the simplified 

groundwater model developed and its flexibility to be formulated as a forward-looking 

model where terminal conditions are endogenous based on the initial groundwater use 

and conditions. Moreover, the important concepts of the Pontryagin maximum principle, 

Hamiltonians, costates, equations of motions, terminal conditions, etc. readily extends to 

economic intuition concerning the dynamics of natural resources such as groundwater in 

an intertemporal setting. 

This study focuses on the use of economic and hydrologic “primitives” and veers 

away from more complex economic-hydrologic dynamics to analyze and infer 

information on how farmers react to groundwater scarcity and policy issues. We use and 

calibrate existing economic-hydrologic models from recent studies and focus on the most 

basic relationships. The main objective function for the dynamic optimization process 

revolves around a farmer’s profit function as an approximate for utility maximization. 

The main components are the production function which are widely estimated from 

experimental stations in the SHP and covers a large variety of crops grown in the area. 

The other important component is the cost function where both economic and hydrologic 

interactions are modeled to reflect increasing costs associated with groundwater use. 

Finding the optimal path is a much easier task and can be accomplished through 

numerical solutions and algorithms to find the optimal points. Moreover, these numerical 
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solutions are easily implemented in a spreadsheet program which the study has created 

for this purpose. As it will be discussed in detail later on, results have shown that the 

optimal path does not significantly differ from the myopic producer in the short-term, 

within the 20-30 year span when the initial lift is still quite low (150’ in this case), as the 

marginal user costs in terms of next period’s increasing cost of electricity to extract water 

are negligible. However, the divergence between the myopic model and the forward 

looking model herein widens in the long-run as user cost begin to  rapidly increase; or the 

future foregone opportunity cost of additional irrigation today begins to exert a noticeable 

difference on the discounted net present value of profits through time. This is well in line 

with Hotelling’s major points in nonrenewable resource use and is especially significant 

in policy work that seeks to address rising long-run problems. 

The novelty of this approach to groundwater analysis is the tractability and 

flexibility of incorporating a wide array of crop production functions and different 

economic-hydrologic relationships in the cost function. Crop production is not limited to 

what is the most prevalent in the area but can include other emerging cash crops or 

combinations of crops in practices such as rotations. Also, the methodology is not limited 

to nonrenewable groundwater but can incorporate aquifers that have significant recharge 

or are considered renewable. This is especially important in groundwater research since 

aquifer systems occur in most part of the world and replication of this method can be 

easily done since spreadsheet software is widely available.  
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Area of Study 

The remainder of this section discusses the study area, outlines the main 

components of the dynamic optimization methodology for the optimal or baseline 

irrigation path, myopic producer irrigation path, dryland system profitability, irrigation 

restriction policy and a hypothetical R&D program or strategy to increase dryland 

profitability over a 25 year period. The study area used is Floyd County in the SHP that 

provides a diversity of aquifer, production and irrigation technology characteristics faced 

by a representative farmer. The varied saturated thickness of the Ogallala aquifer 

underlying this area makes it possible to assume initial levels of 60, 90 and 120 feet 

saturated thickness that were used for the optimization simulations. Likewise, the variety 

of crops and the equal distribution of center pivot irrigation use around the county are in 

line with the various assumptions used in the dynamic optimization analysis. This further 

supports calibration of existing water-use production functions that demonstrate farmers 

are able to adopt more efficient irrigation systems. 

Optimal Groundwater Path 

The main objective function entails that producers seek to maximize their utility 

given their profit function based on groundwater usage through time. Irrigated cotton in 

the SHP is the major crop grown in this area where groundwater is an important input in 

the production process. This aspect provides the ideal setting in the study of farmer 

behavior facing an important nonrenewable resource in the production process. The 

revenue function includes a quadratic water input production function specified as a + 
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bq-cq
2
 and based from earlier studies of Johnson (2003) and Weinheimer (2008). This 

functional form is in line with the properties of diminishing marginal returns and concave 

properties of production functions in economic literature. Calibration of the production 

function was necessary in order to provide an up to date water input production process. 

For this study, we assumed that cotton production utilized pivot irrigation. The baseline 

production function for calibration was from Johnson (2003) while the basis for the 

adjustment was from information from Weinheimer (2008) on LEPA technology. 

Basically, the parameters were calibrated to towards a middle ground given the pivot 

irrigation and LEPA technologies. The parameters of the production function are county 

specific in the regions of the SHP. Based on the above, the marginal value product of 

water, q and using cotton price, Py, from existing 2011 budget data from Texas AgriLife 

is: 

)2(* cqbPMVP Y   

The cost function reflects the nonrenewable resource concept of increasing costs 

as the resource is used through time. The cost to extract water is a function of the depth 

of extraction and is in turn affected by groundwater usage. This relationship leads to 

higher costs since the depth to mine the groundwater increases as the resource is used. 

Standard hydrologic parameters are used in the cost function that include saturated 

thickness (Q) and total lift (L) that represent quantity of water available and depth 

dynamics, respectively. On the other hand, aquifer recharge has been assumed to be 

negligible or zero due to the characteristics of the SHP aquifer. The cost function also 
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takes into account other important parameters (ω) such as electricity price (EP), 

electricity factor (EF), pumping efficiency (EFF), pumping force dynamics (2.3*PSI), 

producer fixed costs (FC) and other costs (OC). The cost function is specified as:  

OCFC
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This cost function assumes the following properties: C′Q ≤ 0; C″Q ≥ 0; C′q > 0; C″q ≥ 0. 

The property that C′Q ≤ 0 indicates average pumping cost is constant at each period but 

increases over time as the water in the aquifer declines. The marginal cost is then 

computed as: 
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Estimates for the cost function were largely based from the 2011 crop budgets for 

the SHP from the Texas AgriLife Extension Service while the hydrologic parameters 

were from the studies of Johnson (2003) and Weinheimer (2008). The FC component in 

the cost function typically summarizes the combination of direct and fixed expenses of 

farmers per acre. These include insurance, labor costs (operator, hand, irrigation), fuel 

costs and repair and maintenance from direct costs and implements, tractors, and center 

pivot costs from fixed costs based on the 2011 crop budgets. On the other hand, the OC 

component is a percentage of cash throw or producer surplus to take into account variable 

costs related to seed expenses and opportunity cost of wage. 
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The profit or net revenue function is the returns associated with groundwater use 

less the cost of extraction of groundwater: 
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This in turn provides the optimal extraction path of a farmer or producer facing an 

irrigated production and dryland net revenue (NRDL) systems: 
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The fixed parameter, δ, is the depth to water usage relationship. In the case of 

pivot irrigation system, a 1 feet per acre use of groundwater does not directly translate to 

a 1 feet decline in saturated thickness since the area irrigated by the center pivot is only 

around 85 percent of the total land irrigated. Likewise, a set of constraints are imposed on 

the objective function. The first indicates the equation of motion for the groundwater 
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stock where irrigation use lowers the level in the future period while the second shows 

that irrigation at any period cannot be more than the stock of groundwater.  

The optimal control problem can then be solved using the maximum principle via 

the Hamiltonian process: 
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where λ is the costate variable that represent the shadow price or marginal user cost of the 

resource. The marginal user cost is the foregone opportunity cost discounted today of 

what you would be able to receive if use the resource tomorrow. For groundwater, this 

also measures the value at time t of leaving one extra unit in the aquifer when the 

resource is optimally managed (Carlson, et al, 1993).

 

The key first order conditions are the following: 
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The first condition shows that the MVP of groundwater is equal to the marginal 

extraction cost plus the shadow price of groundwater. This indicates that a farmer that 
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will extract an additional resource or that his marginal use of groundwater must take into 

account both the marginal extraction cost and the shadow price or the marginal user cost. 

The second and third conditions explain how the shadow price changes over time and 

how the stock is affected by groundwater use. The rate of change of the shadow price 

over time will increase by the discount rate less the extraction cost due to higher costs 

associated with pumping at higher levels of lift. Extraction costs that are independent of 

the resource stock show that the shadow price increases by the discount rate alone and 

consistent with Hotelling’s r-percent rule. 

To compute for the resource use over time, we take the total differential of 

condition 4.2 and use the relationships found in conditions 4.3 and 4.4: 
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The above shows that optimal groundwater use declines faster over time when the 

discount rate increases and the price of the product decreases. The higher the rate of 

decline results in greater resource use in earlier periods. 

Lastly, a transversality condition is defined along with the FOCs where:  
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The maximum principle (due to Pontryagin) indicates that should the above FOCs 

and the transversality condition be satisfied then this guarantees a solution to the 

problem. The transversality condition provides a condition of what happens beyond the 

planning or terminal period. In the above case, two situations may arise. First, the 

marginal user cost, λ, is zero or where the groundwater stock is fully depleted and thus no 

foregone opportunities in the use of the resource. A second instance is where irrigation, q, 

is zero or the farmer stops irrigating due to a shift in other profitable activities. In the 

above optimization problem, a shift to a dryland system will be the case.  

The analysis of the optimal allocation path for groundwater in the SHP utilized 

numerical solving techniques using spreadsheet software. The economic-hydrologic 

models that were calibrated and the generalized differential equations that were 

formulated were programmed in a spreadsheet format to provide numerical solutions 

based on existing data and information on the Ogallala aquifer. As earlier discussed in the 

conceptual framework, we follow a general Markov decision process where the current 

state and information set associated with current actions determines the next state. We 

have specified that all of the needed information to guide a farmer or producer in his use 

of the resource is readily available in the current or initial period. 

Euler’s Approximation Method 

Specifically, we use Euler’s method of approximation since the main interest is 

the trajectory of groundwater use optimization over time. Spreadsheet software is 

convenient enough to use for this analysis (Shone, 2001). Figure 4.1 provides an 
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illustration of the method for a single variable. The methodology was drawn from Shone 

(2002). Given a differential equation: 

00)(  where),( xtxtxf
dt

dx
  

Denote )(tx  as an unknown solution curve. At the initial time t0 it is known 

that )( 00 tx  . In addition, dx/dt at t0 is f(x0,t0). If the solution curve is known then the 

value at time t1 is )( 1t . But if there are no explicit form for the solution curve, it is still 

possible to plot )(t since at time t0 the slope point P is f(x0,t0) and is given by the 

differential equation. The value for the next period or x1 at time t1 (point R) is derived as: 

010001   where*),( tttttxfxx   

This process can be done repeatedly and if f is autonomous, then dx/dt = f(x) and 

generalized as: 

 *)( 11 txfxx nnn    

Furthermore, the larger the deviation from the “true” solution curve points the 

larger the step size given by  t . By reducing the step size, the approximation is better. 
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Figure 4.1. Euler Approximation Method (Shone, 2001 page 184) 

This method also extends and generalizes to systems of equations such as the 

groundwater optimization model. In the case of groundwater model, there are three main 

differential equations, namely, the resource use q; change of the marginal user cost λ and 

groundwater stock Q that changes over time. The following denote the system of 

differential equations for the optimal groundwater extraction model: 
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where the initial values of q0, λ0 and Q0 are known. The solution curve that we would like 

to approximate is the irrigation path where )(tq  is: 
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which can be repeated for approximate values on the solution curve. Given that the 

autonomous systems where  )(q   and  )(qQ   allows us to plot the trajectory in 

the phase plane (Shone, 2001). 

The use of the Euler method on spreadsheet software for this optimization 

framework is not widely different from optimization algorithms developed for 

mathematical or statistical packages. It still relies on searching for an optimal 

groundwater usage in the initial period and that sets an optimal path throughout other 

periods that will provide the maximum NPV. This search only entails looking at different 

increments, at a tenth of an inch or lower, in groundwater use that will satisfy the optimal 

or maximum NPV and that the optimal path is on a stable manifold. The basis for the 

maximum NPV at each incremental irrigation level is the sum over a 100 year period. 

This time frame ensures that the model is able to account for the different irrigation paths 

and makes sure that the model can account for long-term irrigation use that is stable.  

There are numerous advantages of using the spreadsheet method to track and 

characterize this problem. First, it allows you to specify the optimization model in a 

fashion that can easily incorporate different production function models, especially for 

different crops, as well as different or updated economic-hydrologic parameters and data.  
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Also this spreadsheet approach does not preclude you from modeling an aquifer 

as a renewable resource with significant recharge characteristics. Another advantage is 

the importance of replication of this model approach in other countries, especially 

emerging  economies where groundwater use and sustainability are important in the long-

run and local agricultural advisors may need simple ready to go user-friendly tools to 

advise local producers and establish policy. Spreadsheet software is readily available and 

knowledge on its use is relatively widespread compared to using other specialized 

software and the learning curve that comes with it. 

Myopic Producer, Restriction Policy and Dryland System 

The search process for the initial irrigation level for the optimal irrigation path 

entails searching around a neighborhood of feasible points. In this case, we model a 

myopic producer which provides the maximum irrigation level and simplifies the search 

process for the initial optimal point. The myopic producer is defined as a producer that 

does not place any value on future opportunity cost. Here, the producer values the 

marginal user cost at zero and thereby sets the value of the marginal product equal to its 

marginal cost at all periods. This type of producer is solely concerned on short-term gains 

of his economic activity. The irrigation path for the myopic producer is modeled based on 

the first order condition of the Hamiltonian of the groundwater model (Equation 4.2) 

where λ is set to zero: 
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Given the above, the irrigation path or q of the myopic producer is solved at each 

period: 
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and takes into account the reduction of the groundwater stock over time. With this 

myopic irrigation path level, we know that the optimal initial irrigation level will be 

below this and the search process does incremental changes at lower levels until an 

optimal level satisfies a maximum sum of NPV over a 100 year period. 

Another irrigation path modeled for policy analysis is on irrigation restriction. In 

recent months, the High Plains Texas Water Board is currently implementing the so-

called 50/50 management goal that seeks to retain 50 percent of the saturated thickness of 

the Ogallala Aquifer in 50 years. The restriction irrigation path was derived by annually 

decreasing the saturated thickness or the groundwater stock Q by 1.4 percent via a linear 

equation process. The advantage of this method is that at any initial saturated thickness 

which was assumed being either 60-, 90- or 120-feet, the constant decline provided a 50 

percent reduction in around 50 years of the groundwater stock. This restriction path on 

the saturated thickness was then translated to an irrigation path for a producer using the 

first order conditions of the optimization model. The irrigation restriction path was close 

to actual well draw-down limitations of 21 inches per acre for 2012-2013, 18 inches per 

acre for 2014-2015 and 15 inches per acre for 2016 and beyond. By modeling the 

irrigation restriction path, these can then be compared to the optimal irrigation path or an 
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unrestricted scenario and thus measure changes in welfare of farmers or producers in the 

region, look into transition and behavior responses of farmers over time as well as 

remaining water that producers would leave. 

For the dryland system, we estimated three scenarios where dryland methods were 

40 percent, 60 percent and 75 percent of the maximum net revenues or profitability of the 

optimal irrigation path. The 40 percent scenario was considered the closest to actual 

estimates since typically productivity of irrigated systems are two times higher than 

dryland systems. These scenarios also serve to gauge the optimization model on how it 

behaves and reacts to an alternative system and if it behaves in consistent manner with 

economic theory. Basically, the maximum profitability of the optimal path is at the initial 

period since irrigation use affects both groundwater stock and profitability in the future. 

Hypothetical R&D Strategy 

Lastly, we provide a hypothetical research and development program that 

provides a better dryland option. Inherently, any research program such as enhancing 

dryland alternatives will have some uncertainties. As such, questions arise on how the 

model that we have developed can handle these uncertainties. Moreover, will the results 

be reasonable and consistent with what we know from economic theory? Are the results 

stable and the model able to handle this sophisticated idea? 

The approach taken was to look at a reasonable and modest incorporation of 

uncertainty. We focus only on production under risk aversion since this is the most 

common uncertainty that producers contend with. This is likewise conservative since 
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producers contend with far more uncertainties than the above such as on uncertainties 

with transition costs to dryland (i.e. equipment, technology), variability in product prices 

and variations in weather. The production risk we incorporate only takes into account a 

high and low production scenario and translate these into a certainty equivalent measure 

of a risk averse farmer. The certainty equivalent (CE) measure is based on an expected 

log utility in the form of: 

)NR(50)(NR50 )( E HILO *LN.*LN.UEC RA   

where CE represents the expected utility of a risk averse farmer that has an equally 

weighted natural log function of the net revenues of a low and high production scenario, 

NRLO and NRHI (in $/acre) respectively.  

The net revenues for the low and high production are based on a 10 percent 

decrease and increase in productivity levels, respectively. The net revenues are then 

derived from their respective optimal irrigation path using the optimization model that 

was developed. In order to derive an irrigation path for the CE measure, an indirect 

method of using the production levels of both the low and hi scenarios were done by 

numerical solutions using the quadratic production functions. These were all done using 

the initial saturated thickness of 60-, 90- and 120- feet. 

For the hypothetical dryland R&D program, we provide only one type which is 

solely based on production uncertainties. We model this program to be “just in time” for 

the optimal irrigation path and use these results to gauge how farmers react to these 

programs. On the R&D strategies, a 25-year hypothetical program was envisioned that 
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had 5-year interval increases in the probability of achieving higher profitability levels of 

dryland (i.e. 60% and 75%).  Table 4.1 outlines the hypothetical probability distributions 

in raising dryland profitability. The distribution indicates that from an initial year of 80%-

20%-0% for the 40%-60%-75% dryland profits (DL40, DL60 and DL75, respectively) this 

increases gradually to 30%-50%-20% in the last 5 years or the 25
th
-30

th
 years. From 

these, an R&D path was derived where the slowest R&D was a delay of 25 years and the 

fastest at the start of the 5
th
 year. 

Table 4.1 Hypothetical Probability Distributions of Dryland R&D 

 

The expected utility from dryland profits (DL) were formulated as: 

)ln(*)ln(*)ln(*)( 757560604040 DLPDLPDLPDLE   

where P40, P60 and P75 are the probabilities associated to the different dryland profits that 

change over time at 5-year increments. DL40, DL60 and DL75 are the levels of profitability 

based on the revenues from the optimal path (in $/acre). From these results, 

corresponding profitability trajectories were done given the delay and intervals of dryland 

R&D initiatives.   
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

One of the objectives in the study is to provide insights on how farmers or 

producers behave using the optimization model with an endogenous terminal period. The 

dynamic model that was developed utilized existing economic-hydrologic models but 

mainly used their equation “primitives”. The optimized path was derived using latest 

information on water-use production function, cost budgets and representative 

groundwater stock levels (i.e. 60-90-120 feet) and represents irrigation decision over 

time. Moreover, it follows the standard Markov process where existing information is 

enough to guide producers on their irrigation decisions for the succeeding periods.  

Model Validation 

Validation of the model on several different economic conditions show that it 

behaves and conforms to expected outcomes according to theory; but it is especially 

important since dynamic optimizations can be unstable to small changes. So validations 

are important for performing later policy analyses. Sensitivities include changes in the 

productivity of water on production, energy prices, pumping efficiency scenarios and 

different discount rates (though not a technical parameter, it is a critical borrowing price).  

Figures 5.1 to 5.4 provide the directions of change from optimal-baseline path 

given scenarios above in terms of effects on the irrigation path, saturated thickness and 
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net present value over a 100 year period. Adopted as a representative case uses 90 feet of 

initial saturated thickness.  In the first example, as water productivity increases 

(decreases) farmers will irrigate more (less). This makes sense; and Figure 5.1 reports the 

effects of changes in the productivity of irrigated water applications as 10 percent higher, 

reported in green, and 10 percent lower, reported in red, compared to the baseline 

trajectories, reported in blue. Results showed higher (lower) water productivity decreases 

(increases) the economic life of the aquifer and provides higher (lower) NPV levels.  
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Figure 5.1. Productivity of Irrigated Water Applications, 90 feet 
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Likewise, changes in energy prices and pumping efficiency have similar 

directional effects although at different magnitudes of those effects. Figure 5.2 records 

the effect of increasing energy (electricity) prices from $0.14/KWh in blue to high prices 

of $0.16/KWh in red and $0.13/KWh in green. 

 

Figure 5.2.Energy Cost of Irrigated Water Applications, 90 feet 
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Figure 5.3 records the effects of efficiency of irrigation applications. The scenario 

assumes that baseline pumping efficiency on lift is 60 percent. Higher and lower pumping 

efficiencies of 70 percent and 50 percent, respectively, were compared to the baseline.   

 

Figure 5.3. Pumping Efficiency of Irrigated Water Applications, 90 feet 
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Although the discount rate is not a technical parameter, this provides a gauge of 

time preference between the present versus the future based on producer borrowing rates 

for production inputs over a growing season. In this case, changes in the discount rate 

were consistent with theory.  The baseline interest rate is 5 percent in blue; a higher rate 

of 7 percent in green and a lower rate of 3 percent in red. Higher (lower) rates deplete the 

resource at a faster (slower) rate, convert to dryland earlier (later) and realize somewhat 

higher (lower) profits at first but then more substantial lower (higher) profits over time. 

Optimal Path, Myopic and Restriction Policy 

The foregoing analysis has shown that under varying conditions of average water 

productivity, energy price and interest rate the model is reasonably stable. With these 

common sense results on sensitivity tests, analyses can turn to policy analyses. In this 

case, the model generated a set of optimal irrigation application paths under different 

initial water stock conditions faced by producers in the area of analtsis: namely, 60, 90 

and 120 feet of saturated thickness. Optimal paths for the different levels of saturated 

thickness represent the decisions of producers operating under market conditions in the 

optimal decision process modeled: where the terminal or transition periods are fully 

endogenized. This means that farmers can opt out of irrigated agriculture when current 

market conditions make it economically more attractive to discontinue irrigation. 

A path for policy comparison emerges from a program to regulate groundwater 

use over a 50 year horizon; or the 50/50 Management Goal. This policy states that 

groundwater use can only reduce the saturated thickness to 50 percent of its initial level 
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in 50 years. In order to generate restriction paths based on initial saturated thickness (i.e. 

60-,90- and 120-feet), groundwater stocks were assumed to decline by 1.4 percent per 

year and thereby translating into an irrigation path each year. 

 

Figure 5.4. Discount Rate and Irrigation Water Applications Path, 90 feet 

There are two additional comparisons of interest: one is a modeling observation to 

support use of the Hotelling principle and effects of user costs on decision-making to 
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assess if the extension to endogneize the terminal period is behaviorally plausible. Then 

the second comparison to the optimal path is to assess the effects of a conservation policy 

to restrict irrigation to meet a 50/50 rule target.  

Figures 5.5 to 5.7 provide the different irrigation paths over a 100 year period to 

compare irrigation application, saturated thickness and net revenue per acre inch for each 

representative groundwater stock to compare the optimal path to the myopic producer 

path and to the path for producers operating under a 50/50 irrigation restriction regime. 

Given the concerns for the Hotelling principle and its complexity in its standard form, 

another useful irrigation path for comparison is with the irrigation path of a myopic 

producer to the optimal path following a Hotelling process – or considering future user 

costs of water use today. In this case, the producer equates marginal revenues to marginal 

costs at each period. That the producer does not consider the marginal foregone future 

use of the water resource – or the marginal user cost of water in future periods.  

First comparing the optimal extraction path for water to the myopic extraction 

path, irrigation application levels for the optimal and myopic producers were comparably 

close in the first 20-30 years. Beginning with a relatively short 150’ lift, the marginal 

increase in the cost of lift is quite modest, meaning the marginal user cost of water 

applications today are relatively small. As lift increases and the lower application, levels 

of the optimal path prevent lift from dropping faster than is profitable,  the paths depart 

and exhibit larger differences in irrigation application rates for the  the 60-90-120 feet 

saturated thickness cases. The difference in irrigation per acre over the useful life of the 

aquifer ranged from about 1-4 inches per acre with the 60 feet groundwater level 
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displaying the largest differences in irrigation application rates between the myopic and 

optimally profitable irrigation path.  

The above indicates that a myopic producer plausibly has the ability to find and to 

be on the optimal irrigation path as a result of learning by doing (or learning by watching 

other more profitable producers) and adapt to a balanced economic tradeoff over time. 

Farmers operating under the optimal path consistently stay in irrigated agriculture longer 

compared to a myopic producer across all initial saturated thickness levels. This turns out 

to be true also of producers operating under a restriction as described below and also 

translates to lower net revenue streams but provides higher levels of remaining 

groundwater levels over this period. 

On the other hand, the policy restriction has higher limits on irrigation use, the 

higher the initial groundwater stock is. This is consistent with the fact that the lower lift 

levels associated higher groundwater stock provide lower costs of pumping to producers, 

which is why this translates to lower net revenue streams but provides higher levels of 

remaining groundwater levels over this period. 

Figures 5.5 to 5.7 also show that a restriction policy induces farmers to exit early 

from irrigated agriculture in all saturated thickness levels while leaving more (less) 

groundwater in the aquifer, the lower (higher) the initial saturated thickness. This points 

to a wide array of policy impacts that is different from central conservation goal such as 

the 50/50 Management Goal since farmers face different initial groundwater stocks.   
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of Irrigation, Saturated Thickness and Net Revenue between 

Optimal, Myopic and Restriction Policy for 60 Feet Initial Saturated 

Thickness 
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of Irrigation, Saturated Thickness and Net Revenue between 

Optimal, Myopic and Restriction Policy for 90 Feet Initial Saturated 

Thickness 
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of Irrigation, Saturated Thickness and Net Revenue between 

Optimal, Myopic and Restriction Policy for 120 Feet Initial Saturated 

Thickness 
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Optimal Path vs. Restriction Policy, Absence of Dryland Alternatives 

Table 5.1 summarizes the comparison between the optimal irrigation path and 

restriction assuming that an alternative system is not available or that the NPV of a 

dryland system is equal to zero (i.e. Net Revenue=0). Assessment of different economic 

and social benchmarks include the time of conversion or when irrigated agriculture 

ceases, the remaining saturated thickness at the terminal or transition period and the net 

present value or total economic value that the farmer or producer is expected to receive. 

The optimal irrigation path, where producers operate as profit maximizers under market 

conditions, was consistently higher compared to the policy restriction on all categories. 

The optimal path had a longer economic life of between 17-28 years over the restriction 

policy albeit at lower levels of remaining groundwater levels. Net revenue streams were 

likewise higher for the optimal path ranging from $220-$1,160 per acre.  

The results show that even though groundwater use regulation does conserve the 

remaining water in the aquifer, it does so at the expense of foregone revenues and yield to 

farmers – it conserves water but not irrigated farming. This welfare loss is not only from 

lost profits today; but lost profits into the future as well a less profitable farming future is 

directly contrary to what the conservation program intends to accomplish. Restrictions on 

irrigation induce producers to leave irrigated agriculture earlier.  

On reflection, this makes sense. As a result of reduced incomes compared to the 

optimal groundwater use, producers vacate the now less profitable activity sooner and 

abandon more water left in the aquifer.  Restrictions shorten rather than extend irrigated 
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agriculture viability and aggravate the long run disruptive effects of the transition. 

Restriction on groundwater use causes a more abrupt rather than a slowly tethered 

economic decline.  

What is more, this policy aggravates welfare losses for those farmers already in 

the worst position in terms of lower initial saturated thickness.  Producers realize a very 

large economic decline if they are already in possession of lower initial  groundwater 

stocks under a restriction policy; and these loses in thte future happen far more quickly. 

Table 5.1 Optimization Results for Different Groundwater Stock Levels 
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Optimal Path vs. Restriction Policy with Dryland Alternatives 

The optimal and restriction paths were also compared to hypothetical returns of 

dryland production systems. The net returns of dryland production were based on the 

initial net revenue of the optimal irrigation path. These were computed as 40 percent, 60 

percent and 75percent of the irrigated system on the assumption that existing research 

programs are able to develop new dryland technologies in realizing these levels of net 

returns.  

Table 5.2 provides the summary of these comparisons to the different dryland 

returns.  In general, the ability to realize higher net revenues of dryland systems offers 

several advantages. Higher dryland profitability points to faster conversion from irrigated 

systems both from an optimal path and regulated use. This translates to higher levels of 

remaining water which policymakers are concerned about. Net revenue streams for 

producers are also larger where research programs are able to increase dryland systems 

relative to irrigated systems. As an illustration, an initial 90 feet saturated thickness 

shows that conversion time is 31-57 years when net returns of dryland is 75 percent and 

faster compared to the optimal irrigation path of 68 years. Remaining water is a lot higher 

for the three scenarios ranging from 18-48 feet compared to 8.4 feet at the terminal 

period. Realized gains are greater from $2,064-$2,153 per acre as opposed to $2,026 per 

acre in the unrestricted case.  

Figures 5.8 to 5.10 provide a graphical representation of the time path of the 

optimal and restriction policy incorporating the transitions to the different dryland 
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returns. The graphs clearly show that the difference between the optimal path vis-à-vis 

the restriction policy declines as dryland profitability increases (i.e. area between the blue 

and red lines). 

Table 5.2 Simulation Results of Dryland Profitability
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Figure 5.8. Time Path of Optimal and Restriction with Dryland Returns, 60 Feet 

Saturated Thickness 
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Figure 5.9. Time Path of Optimal and Restriction with Dryland Returns, 90 Feet 

Saturated Thickness 
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Figure 5.10. Time Path of Optimal and Restriction with Dryland Returns, 120 Feet 

Saturated Thickness 
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The optimal path consistently remained a better option in conserving water 

compared to the restriction policy in simulations incorporating conversion to dryland. 

The restriction policy consistently overshoots the policy goal of a 50 percent remaining 

water in 50 years the higher the dryland profitability. On the other hand, the optimal case 

provides closer results to this policy and at the same time profitability levels are better 

than the restricted irrigation policy. For example in an initial 60 feet saturated thickness, 

final storage was 58-60 feet for the policy restriction at the different dryland profits while 

the optimal path showed 13-31 feet with the upper end based on 75 percent profitability. 

Moreover, net revenue streams of the optimal irrigation were higher by around $220-

$776 per acre over the restricted case.  

Results also show that a directly sustainable public action program provides better 

social outcomes. A more profitable dryland alternative that can be introduced early on, 

even well before producers ‘need’ that technology, mitigates the adverse economic and 

long run social disruptions of a water restriction conservation policy. In this case, higher 

dryland profitability alternatives ensure that farmers can leave irrigated agriculture earlier 

in better economic condition  and still meet one responsible conservation goal – leaving 

water in the aquifer as insurance for future options for that water (e.g. peak municipal and 

industrial water demand as the most obvious). 
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Hypothetical R&D Program 

The foregoing results have indicated that research and development on dryland 

systems can be an important policy consideration in attaining a balance between water 

conservation and the ability to provide profitable returns to farmers. But inherently, any 

research program or strategy entails some uncertainties. In this case, model stability is 

important in modeling or managing risk as an expected utility function. Questions arise 

on how the model that we have developed can handle these uncertainties. Moreover, will 

the results be reasonable and consistent with what we know from economic theory? Are 

the results stable and the model able to handle this sophisticated idea? Figure 5.11 

provides the irrigation path that we have derived for a risk averse producer that faces only 

production risks. These results show a stable and reasonable irrigation path indicative that 

that the model is able to handle risk assumptions.  

We address one type of uncertainty focused only on production risks, since 

farmers are besieged by numerous uncertainties in reality and that dryland clearly has 

higher year to year variability in production output. We model a dryland research 

program that is “just in time” for the optimal transition and look at how farmers react to 

these uncertain situations. Just in time dryland options available just when the producer 

would make that switch does not allow adequate capital planning by producers or other 

adjustments for, say, economies of size.  

The derived expected utility is simply the certainty equivalent that producers are 

willing to make in the face of uncertain conditions. Figure 5.12 shows the different R&D 
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paths and how they compare to the certainty or optimal irrigation path and risk averse 

producer at the representative 90 feet saturated thickness. The R&D program was 

designed as 20 year development strategy where dryland profitability increases by around 

39 percent for the period. For the fastest program, dryland returns increase from $47.21 

per acre to $51.20 per acre in the 5
th
 year and successively increases every 5 years to 

$55.02 per acre, $58.37 per acre and eventually reaching $65.57 per acre on the 25
th
 year.  

The variation of the different R&D program (i.e. fastest to slowest) is an incremental 5 

year delay for each program and cumulative from the initial period. For example, the next 

fastest R&D initiative realizes the first increase in the 10
th
 year and successively 

increases until the 30
th
 year. So in this case, the slowest R&D program will take 45 years 

to realize the 39 percent increase compared to the fastest which only records this after 25 

years. This hypothetical program is conservative given that rate of return of private and 

public agricultural research had a mean estimate of 45-53 percent based on various 

studies from 1965-2005 (Fuglie and Heisey, 2007). 
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of Risk Averse Irrigation Path to Certainty and Production Risk
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Figure 5.12. R&D on Dryland Profitability
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Table 5.3 summarizes the same concerns on conversion time, remaining water 

and net revenue gains in comparing the different R&D strategies with the optimal path 

and risk averse farmer on the 90 feet initial stock. Results indicate that the unrestricted or 

optimal path does not have any changes in time to conversion, remaining water and net 

present value compared to all of the hypothetical R&D strategies given it was modeled 

for the optimal transition. For the risk averse producer, there are noticeable impact of the 

pace of R&D on dryland profitability. Conversion time is faster the more aggressive the 

pace of R&D from 32 years to 25 years. Higher remaining water in the aquifer is also 

seen with a 9 feet difference from the slowest and the fastest R&D path. Likewise, 

profitability is incrementally higher the faster the pace of R&D on dryland systems. 

Results show that farmers do better and have a more stable economic performance the 

sooner they know or form expectations with regard to relatively clear and tangible 

outcomes of R&D on dryland alternatives. Research and development discoveries that 

arrive in a ‘just in time’ fashion for transition are shown to be far less effective since it 

arrives too late to stabilize the regional economic activity. 
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Table 5.3 Simulation Results for Different R&D Paths 

 

Initial Analysis of Timing 

The preceding discussion provides an insight on the importance on the timing of 

R&D efforts to raise dryland system profitability if producers are at all risk averse. This 

leads to another aspect of timing where in some situations farmers have investments in 

equipment and new technology that prevents them from transitioning to the new dryland 

systems. This is a case where farmers have stranded investments and need to utilize or 

depreciate their capital in a given time period before transitioning to new systems.  

The model that reflects the directional impact of delays in dryland R&D on the 

net revenues of risk averse producers considers only the modest adjustments on 
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production decisions, in particular irrigation decisions, for a given year. Yet delays in 

R&D create other uncertainties that delay more substantive adjustments to the demands 

of a more profitable dryland production process. The exercise on irrigation implicitly 

assumes free disposal of assets at productive economic value, instantaneous retooling of 

farm equipment, costless adjustments to operational size if, for example, a mixed cattle 

dryland row cropping system emerges that realizes most profitable scale requiring much 

more acreage. Just in time delivery of a productive dryland system will not be in time. 

Adjustments will be delayed.   

A simple exercise in delay assumes the most modest adjustment. Size of operation 

remains the same, equipment and fixed assets are virtually unaltered, baring the lone 

activity to dispose of irrigation equipment installed.  Arguably this is about the most 

modest of adjustments the producer could likely face.  In this illustration the producer 

faces stranded investment if their irrigation equipment is relatively new when they realize 

(or discoveries permit) them to more profitably transition to an improved, more profitable 

dryland system.   

The assumption allows that the true depreciated value of an irrigation system is 

more valuable than its market salvage value for several market reasons related to 

purchase and sale of any used durable equipment.  In this simple exercise, the current 

cost of a central pivot system is modeled to depreciate in straight line depreciation over 

25 years, losing true value of 4 percent per year; yet the salvage value is everywhere  85 

percent of the value.  For example, a system having depreciated to $50,000 in real useful 

life would sell for $42,500 on the market.  If that $7500 loss were spread over 160 acres, 
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the loss would be $46.87/acre. Over 640 acres, the loss of course is one-fourth that; or 

about $11.72/acre. If that producer waited a year, the now $7200 loss is only $11.25/acre.   

Consider the case where the new dryland operation that appears in time is now 

$11.25/acre more profitable given current irrigation operations costs from a very high lift 

and low saturated thickness. This producer would wait one year. Immediate transition to 

dryland requires an immediate loss of $11.72 but the return for conversion to dyland 

improves revenues of operation by only $11.72.  Logically, that producer would wait one 

year.   

Table 5.4 below records the delay if the age of a central pivot irrigation system at 

today’s prices were distributed equally across 25 years (or 4% were ready to retire, and 

4% were brand new).   Using the gains from R&D identified, the delay in transition to 

dryland, though more profitable in terms of marginal revenue versus marginal costs, is 

reported as some producers with relatively new equipment wait to reduce this very 

modest capital transitions cost. As an illustration of Table 5.4, suppose a new dryland 

system raises returns to 40 percent of irrigated revenues and the farmer shifts on the 56
th
 

year based on the optimal time path. Based on the changes in salvage value, the farmer’s 

equipment is viable for another 15 years translating to an average transition of 6 years. In 

this case, the farmer will shift on the 62
nd

 year and incur losses of $52.51 per acre on 

average.   

Though a hypothetical exercise, the direction of impact is certain. Seemingly on 

time arrival induces adjustment costs that further reduce profitability and use water that 
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otherwise would be economically best used by being retired. The simple simulation 

proposed is arguably quite small compared to the likely adjustments producers will face.  

Since we do not know the pace of research success or the level of success, uncertainties 

regarding what options prevail following irrigated agriculture will produce fewer 

economic transitions costs the earlier these discoveries come on line in terms of overall 

profits and equipment and land demands. 

 

Table 5.4 Economic Cost of Stranded Investment (Unrestricted) 

 

Illustration of the Groundwater Optimization Model 

Lastly, we provide an illustration on the ease of implementing this dynamic 

groundwater optimization model using spreadsheet software. We have emphasized earlier 

that the novelty of this approach is the tractability and flexibility of this model. Figure 

5.13 illustrates an over-all set up of the model using an initial saturated thickness of 90 

feet (spreadsheet cell A1). This contains the simplified information set that a 

representative farmer uses as well as the different production and cost function 
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parameters in deriving the optimal path under market conditions as well as the other 

scenarios used in the study. 

 

Figure 5.13. Model Specifications, 90 feet saturated thickness 
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 As discussed, the search process entails using the myopic producer’s initial 

irrigation level since the optimal initial irrigation will be below and close to this. Figure 

5.14 shows the numerical solution system for differential equations using Euler’s 

approximation method using the initial myopic producer’s irrigation level (spreadsheet 

cell B1). The set-up includes the differential equations for groundwater irrigation (q-

step), groundwater stock (Q-step) and marginal user cost (λ-step) as well as the basis for 

determining the maximum discounted NPV levels (spreadsheet column P) over time. As 

the graphs show, the myopic irrigation level of 21 inches is not on a stable manifold. 

Moreover, we know that irrigation levels will not be increasing over time and that 

groundwater levels will never reach negative levels based on the optimal decision rules of 

resource use and constraints on the groundwater stock (i.e. irrigation levels should be 

declining over time and groundwater stock has a lower bound of zero). 
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 Figure 5.14. Optimization Model, 90 feet saturated thickness 
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 The search process entails looking at different increments, at a tenth of an inch or 

lower, in groundwater use that will satisfy the optimal or maximum NPV and that the 

optimal path is on a stable manifold. The basis for the maximum NPV at each 

incremental irrigation level is the sum over a 100 year period. Figure 5.15 demonstrates 

the optimal solution that satisfies the above conditions. 
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Figure 5.15. Optimal Solution, 90 feet saturated thickness 

 This spreadsheet approach does not prevent researchers from modeling different 

crop production systems (i.e. corn, sorghum or a combination of crops) and different 
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aquifer characteristics according to their needs. Also, this methodology has the flexibility 

to model an aquifer as a renewable resource with significant recharge characteristics. 

More importantly, an advantage of this methodology is on the ease of replication in other 

countries, especially emerging economies where groundwater use and sustainability are 

important in the long-run. Also the transfer of technology to local agricultural experts that 

need simple and ready to go user-friendly tools to advise local producers and establish 

policy can be done with ease. In this case, spreadsheet software is readily available and 

knowledge on its use is relatively widespread compared to using other specialized 

software where costs and knowledge excludes them from using it. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

Groundwater is considered one of the most important and highly valued natural 

resources in the world. A large proportion of the world’s population depends on this 

resource either directly for their daily consumption or indirectly for their economic needs. 

Far more than in the US, much of the groundwater resources world-wide are from highly 

confined aquifers. These are so-called “fossil water” systems that were formed millions 

of years and are now confined geologically. Some of these recharge, though in general 

slowly. For a large number of confined aquifers containing ‘fossil water,’ recharge is so 

modest that for all practical purposes for agricultural production, over draft of these 

groundwater resources is inevitable. The rate of recharge does not even support the 

minimal levels of pumping for agriculture. In such cases, groundwater is considered as a 

stock or a nonrenewable resource from an agricultural perspective. 

While much of these confined aquifer systems are prevalent worldwide, there are 

a few here in the U.S. The largest domestic example is the Ogallala aquifer in the 

Southern High Plains of Texas. The significance of groundwater to this region is a prime 

example of how highly valued this resource is where the agriculture sector remains a key 

driver of the local and larger Texas economy. Estimates have shown that over 95 percent 

of total groundwater withdrawals are for agricultural irrigation purposes alone. This has 

directly translated into higher agricultural productivity and income for the region over the 
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past several decades. Although intensive groundwater mining was accompanied by 

advances in irrigation methods and technology, these same advances have made the 

regional economy more dependent on this resource and more vulnerable to its eventual 

depletion. 

Extensive groundwater extraction is now taking its toll. In the last 50 years, the 

water table around this region has declined rapidly, leading to higher groundwater 

pumping costs with adverse economic consequences.  In light of this, over time 

groundwater research and policy debates have increasingly focused on long term issues. 

Dramatic recurrent droughts in the last half decade have also magnified these concerns. 

Current policies have focused on conservation, which of course is not equivalent to long 

run sustainability. Current irrigation restrictions are now being implemented under the 

50/50 Management Goal for the SHP, where 50 percent of the saturated thickness of the 

Southern Ogallala aquifer will be maintained at the end of 50 years. This overtly 

conservation driven policy evades the central issue of long run economic sustainability 

and causes several unintended consequences that interfere with true overall economic 

stability in the region for the long term. 

Most studies of groundwater in the SHP, with a few exceptions, model SHP 

aquifer decline by adopting the convention of a pre-set planning period, thereby 

exogenously fixing a final groundwater target at some future period. Critically, these 

modeling conventions do not endogenize the terminal period out of irrigated agriculture 

to other systems such as dryland farming. Pre-fixing the terminal date for transition in a 

model or pre-fixing the planning horizon without fully incorporating producer decisions 
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to inform these policies has consequences for evaluating current conservation policies as 

perhaps too effective, and obscuring the benefits of sustainability driven programs. 

Logically, whether a policy extends or reduces the time until a producer’s transition from 

irrigated farming to dryland is an important consideration to assess how well producers 

fare over time and how effective are different policy alternatives.  

By endogenizing the terminal period, we gain important insights into the decision 

choices and behavioral responses of producers under different policy and economic 

regimes. In this study, we develop a simple and tractable behavioral model under 

certainty and with some attention to risk on groundwater utilization in the SHP. This 

model anchors on the important features of the Hotelling model: that producers will 

consider the economic effects of the last quantities of applied irrigation today on 

profitability of irrigation tomorrow; and producers will try to balance these economic 

trade-offs. We develop a groundwater model devoid of the more unrealistic general 

equilibrium assumptions of the classical Hotelling model for globally mined 

commodities, such as oil. For groundwater, we contend that the information requirement 

and decision process is far less complex. Since the best use for this resource is application 

to productive activities on the land overlying the resource, farmers do not need to know 

extraction costs and production technologies of adjacent farmers or, by comparison with 

global commodities, those of farmers around the globe. Also, the producer does not need 

to examine many different markets as the source for demand for groundwater under the 

individual producer’s land. Unlike oil exported that goes to various uses, pumped water is 

applied only to the land atop the aquifer to produce the crop the producers choose to 
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plant. All the information that the producer needs to know to obey the Hotelling 

conditions are on site production and irrigation technology, the level of saturated 

thickness or groundwater stock over the farmed land, the cost parameters associated with 

extraction and the price of the agricultural crop. With the exception of product prices, 

most of these variables are under the direct control of the farmer. Yet even here, there is 

only one market into the future to track – price of the product made from irrigated water 

– rather than an assessment of the aggregated effect of all of the products made using oil. 

In this case, the farmer solves his own mining problem by controlling most of the system 

parameters in a fashion that a miner selling to a world resource market cannot.  

The groundwater model that we present provides optimal allocation rules of 

groundwater and is consistent with the Hotelling nonrenewable resource extraction 

features. First, the MVP of water is equal to the marginal cost of extraction plus the 

marginal user cost. Second, the marginal user cost increases by the rate of interest plus 

the per unit increase in extraction cost due to higher pumping lift. Third, that resource use 

today directly affects resource availability and costs of extraction in the future. Lastly, we 

impose a transversality condition that provides a switching rule in irrigated agriculture to 

other profitable activities such as alternative dryland systems. The results of our study 

show that the model we developed is consistent with economic theory and with what we 

would expect of how farmers behave. Their irrigation shifts with respect to crop price 

changes, energy price changes, production technology and responses to uncertainty 

regarding output prices, energy costs and productivity of water or other inputs conform to 
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theory and are orderly – meaning the responses stay on the stable manifold for optimal 

water harvesting when risk and risk aversion alter the solution environment.  

Guided by the Hotelling insight, we can model economic decisions that fully 

endogenize the terminal period for irrigated agriculture. We use these decision rules to 

conduct policy analysis on irrigated agriculture transitions to track several social 

outcomes of interest: the timing of abandonment of irrigated agriculture, welfare of 

farmers today, welfare of farmers in the future, and the groundwater levels remaining 

after transition to dryland. Finally, we evaluate by illustration the benefits of specific 

timetables for research and development to increase dryland profitability as a direct 

sustainability program rather than the current conservation focus, an alternative public 

program that takes non-renewability seriously. 

 Evaluation of a restriction policy indicate that the goal of conservation of final 

water retained in the aquifer is clearly attained (i.e. groundwater left after transition); but 

it fails to achieve the benefits to future welfare of farmers that the conservation program 

intends to accomplish.  Restrictions on irrigation induce producers to leave irrigated 

agriculture earlier. On reflection, this makes sense. Due to reduced incomes compared to 

the optimal groundwater use, producers vacate the now less profitable activity sooner and 

abandon more water left in the aquifer.  Restrictions shorten rather than extend irrigated 

agriculture viability and aggravate the long run disruptive effects of the transition. 

Restriction on groundwater use causes a more abrupt rather than a slowly tethered 

economic decline. What is more, this policy aggravates welfare losses for those farmers 

already in the worst position in terms of lower initial saturated thickness.  Producers 
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realize a very large economic decline with having a low groundwater stock under a 

restriction policy and it happens far more quickly. 

  Results also show that a directly sustainable oriented public action program 

provides better social outcomes. A more profitable dryland alternative that can be 

introduced early on, even well before producers ‘need’ that technology, mitigates the 

adverse economic and long run social disruptions of a water restriction conservation 

policy. In this case, higher dryland profitability alternatives ensure that farmers can leave 

irrigated agriculture earlier in better economic condition  and still meet one responsible 

conservation goal – leaving water in the aquifer as insurance for future options for that 

water (e.g. peak municipal and industrial water demand as the most obvious). 

This outcome highlights a policy option to direct more effort and resources to 

enhancing dryland profitability in the future; and starting the research right away. But 

inherently, any research program or strategy entails some uncertainties. We address one 

type of uncertainty focused only on production risks, since farmers are besieged by 

numerous uncertainties in reality and that dryland clearly has higher year to year 

variability in production output. We model a dryland research program that is “just in 

time” for the optimal transition and look at how farmers react to these uncertain 

situations. Just in time dryland options available just when the producer would make that 

switch does not allow adequate capital planning by producers or other adjustments for, 

say, economies of size. Results show that farmers do better and have a more stable 

economic performance the sooner they know or form expectations with regard to 

relatively clear and tangible outcomes of R&D on dryland alternatives. Research and 
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development discoveries that arrive in a ‘just in time’ fashion for transition are shown to 

be far less effective since it arrives too late to stabilize the regional economic activity. 

This study has ramifications on policy formulation in the future for managing 

groundwater resources. It revisits an old debate regarding continuing improvement in 

irrigation and water use efficiency as a conservation policy versus pursuing more 

aggressive long run adaptations to eventual resource exhaustion by rapidly elevated 

dryland research. The latter is a direct sustainability policy for the nonrenewable 

groundwater resource being managed. These are important aspects to consider in the 

long-run given that agriculture is a pivotal industry here in the SHP and the sense of 

urgency in current policy debates and allocation of resources towards these policies.  

Like most studies and research, there are numerous areas of future research that 

would greatly improve this study. First, the optimization model that was developed is 

only as good as the specified functions with regard to the production and economic-

hydrologic cost parameters. By incorporating newer specifications, the economic 

dynamics and outcomes should enhance policy analysis. Second, accounting for a wider 

range of uncertainties with regard to R&D efforts on dryland should improve policy 

analysis. Uncertainties with regard to transition costs to dryland (i.e. new equipment, 

technology, methods) and the incorporation of scaling factors (i.e. larger land size for 

dryland) can provide us a better understanding of outcomes of R&D initiatives on 

dryland.  
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